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TheoDDISés aims at building and exploiting a database from a learned corpus of the 
12th century, widely in manuscript. The objective is to highlight the processes of 

circulation of references, allegations, and doctrinal positions.
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Funded by the RnMSH (France), ThéoDDISés is an exploratory
project, first step of a vast investigation aiming to reassess the
relationship between Law and Theology in the 12th century. Based
on a learned corpus of works dealing with common themes (whether
classified today as "rather" theological or legal), TheoDDISés intends
to shed light on contemporary debates on the construction and
separation of disciplines in the 12th century.

THÉODDISÉS

Theology and Law in the 12th Century 
Differences, Interactions, Singularities

http://theoddises.hypotheses.org/ 

Coordinated by:
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(Université de Strasbourg) 
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1st step: selection of sources (Canon and Roman Law, Theology,  more than 300 
mss inventoried). Reproductions of unpublished mss (Admont 7 and 35, Antwerp
Plantin M13, Leipzig 958, 1012, Haenel 17, Bamberg Can. 42, Napoli VII C 43...).

2nd step: selection of three themes crossing all the works of the corpus:
baptism, sacrilege and lies.

3rd step: gathering of sources (manuscripts and edited sources OCRised).

4th step: creation of an XML database in local access, increased as the analysis progresses, exploited by a textometry software (TXM). 
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5th step: testing and presentation of the database during a workshop in France -
end of 2022. Next : further development in a larger corpus, using HTR.
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